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COMPARING ALMOST  CONTINUOUS  FUNCTIONS

PAUL E. LONG AND DONALD A. CARNAHAN

Abstract. Three definitions as to when a function from one

topological space to another is called almost continuous are cited

from the literature. Similarities and dissimilarities of two of these

definitions are discussed.

Introduction. Recent mathematical literature contains three different

definitions as to when a function from one topological space to another is

called almost continuous. These definitions are as follows:

Definition 1. The function/: X—>Y is almost continuous in the sense of

Stallings [5] if given any open set W^Xx Y containing the graph of/,

there exists a continuous function g:X-*Y such that the graph of g is a

subset of W.

Definition 2. The function/:X—>-Yis almost continuous at xelin

the sense of Husain [2] if for each open set V<= Y containing fix), the

closure of/_1(K) is a neighborhood of x. If/is almost continuous at each

point of X, then/is called almost continuous.

Definition 3. The function f:X->-Y is called almost continuous at

x g X in the sense of Singal and Singal [4] if for each open set Kc Y con-

taining/^), there exists an open set U^X containing x such that fill)

is a subset of the interior of the closure of V. If/is almost continuous at

each point of X, then/is called almost continuous.

Of course, any continuous function satisfies all three of these definitions,

but functions satisfying any one of the definitions need not be continuous

as examples readily show. Examples also show the independence of these

definitions. Example 1 of [3] shows that an almost continuous function in

the sense of Husain need not be almost continuous in the sense of Singal

and Singal. Example 2.1 of [4] shows that an almost continuous function

in the sense of Singal and Singal need not be almost continuous in the sense

of Husain. Consequently, Definitions 2 and 3 are completely independent

of each other. Likewise, Examples 1 and 2 of [3] show that Definitions 1

and 2 are completely independent of each other. Example 2 of [3],f:R—>■/?

given by/(x) = sin(l/x), x^O, and/(0)=0, is an example of a function
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that is almost continuous in the sense of Stallings, but is not almost con-

tinuous in the sense of Singal and Singal. We leave as an open question,

however, whether an almost continuous function in the sense of Singal and

Singal is also almost continuous in the sense of Stallings.

Our primary concern in this paper is with the similarities and dissimi-

larities of Definitions 2 and 3. As a consequence, we use the abbreviation

"a.c.H." to mean almost continuous in the sense of Husain and "a.c.S."

to mean almost continuous in the sense of Singal and Singal. Also, Cl(A)

will hence forth mean the closure of A and Int(y4) will mean the interior of

A.

Results. Our first two theorems point out similarities between a.c.S.

and a.c.H. functions.

Theorem 1. Letf:X—>-Ybe a function and let g:X^-XxY, given by

g(x) = (x,f(x)), be its graph map. Then g:X-+Xx Y is a.c.S. if and only

iff:X-+Yisa.c.S.

Proof. First, suppose/is a.c.S. and we shall show g is a.c.S. at an arbi-

trary point x e X. Let W <= X x Y be an open set containing the point g(x) =

(x,/(x)). Then there exist open sets R^X, V <= Y containing x and/(x),

respectively, such that £x K<= W. Since/is a.c.S., there exists an open set

U^R^X containing x such that f(U)^Int(Cl(V)). Now observe that

Uxlnt(Cl(V))^Cl(U)xCl(V) = Cl(UxV) so that Int(i/xInt(Cl(F)))c:
Int(Cl(i/x V)). However, Int(í7xInt(Cl(F)))=Int(í/)xInt(Int(Cl(F))) =

Uxlnt(Cl(V)) since U and Int(Cl(F)) are both open sets. Therefore,

<7xInt(Cl(F))clnt(Cl(C/x V)). In view of the fact that/(f/)clnt(Cl(F)),

we see thatg(U)<=Uxlnt(Cl(V))<=Int(Cl(Ux V))clnt(Cl(W)), showing

that g is a.c.S. at x g X.

Conversely, suppose g is a.c.S. Let x e X and let F<= Y he any open set

containing/(x). Then Xx V is an open set in XxY containing (x,/(x))

and, since g is a.c.S., there exists an open set i/clcontaining x such that

g(U) ^lnt(Cl(XxV))=Int(XxCl(V))=XxInt(Cl(V)). Thus, if zeU,
then g(z) = (z,f(z))eXxlnt(Cl(V)) so that f(z)elnt(Cl(V)). Conse-

quently, f(U) <=:Int(Cl(F)) which shows/is a.c.S. at the point x.

Theorem 2. Let f:X^Y be a function and let g:X~*XxY, given by

g(x) = (x,/(x)), be its graph map. Then g:X—>-Xx Y is a.c.H. if and only if

f:X^Y is a.c.H.

Proof. Let/be a.c.H. We show g is a.c.H. at the point x e X. To do

this, let W^XxYhe any open set containingg(x) = (x,/(x)). Then there

exist open sets U<=Xand F <= F such that x e U,f(x) e Fand UxV^W.

Now note thatg-^f/x V)= Ur^ff1^). Since/is a.c.H., we use Theorem 1
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of [3] to obtain the existence of an open set S containing x such that S <= Í/

andf-1(V)isdenseinS.Thus,g'1(UxV)=UDf-\V)^Sr\f-1(V)sothat

Cl(g-H£/xF)pCl(Sn/-1(K)):=S'. The last inclusion follows from the

fact that S is open and S^Clif^iV)). It follows that Clig-\W)) is a
neighborhood of x implying g is a.c.H. at the point x.

Conversely, let g be a.c.H. and let xeX. Consider any open set F<= Y

containing fix). Then Xx V is an open set in Xx Y containing (x,/(*)),

and sinceg is a.c.H., Cl(g-1(^xF))=Cl(JSrn/^1(F)) = Cl(/-1(F))contains

a neighborhood of x. Thus/is a.c.H. at the point x.

We now note a common property between continuous retractions and

a.c.S. retractions. By an a.c.S. retraction we mean an a.c.S. function

f:X^-A where A<=X and fia)=a for every aeA. We call A an a.c.S.

retract of X.

Theorem 3. Let A cj and letf:X^-A be an a.c.S. retraction of X onto

A. If X is Hausdorff, then A is a closed subset of X.

Proof. Suppose A is not closed. Then there exists a point xeX such

that x e GOO Dut x $ A. It follows that /(*)#* because/is an a.c.S.

retraction of X onto A. Since X is Hausdorff, there exist open sets U and

V in X such that x e U,fix)e Fand UC\V=0. Thus, i/nInt(Cl(F))=0.

Now let Wbe any open set in ^containing x. Then i/o W^- 0 is open and

does contain x. Consequently iUC\W)r^A^0 and, in fact, contains

infinitely many points of A. Let ze(i/n(f)ni Then/(z)=z so that

z£Int(Cl(F)) because [/nInt(Cl(F))=0. It follows that fiW)<t

Int(Cl(F)) which implies that/is not a.c.S. at the point x. This contra-

diction to our hypothesis means A must be closed.

The a.c.H. retractions do not share this same property, however. The

following example is of an a.c.H. retraction of a Hausdorff space onto a

retract that is not closed.

Example 1. Let / be the closed unit interval with the standard subspace

topology from the reals. Let Q represent the rationals belonging to I.

Letf:I—>-Q be defined as follows :fix)=x if x e Q and/(x) = 0if x e I—Q.
Then/is an a.c.H. retraction of/onto Q, Us Hausdorff, but Q is not closed

in/.

We next investigate when our functions preserve connected sets. To do

so we use the definition of a regularly-open set [4]. A set is regularly-open

if it is the interior of its own closure. For a.c.S. functions we have the

following theorem :

Theorem 4. Letf:X-^-Y be an a.c.S. surjection. If X is connected, then

fiX)=Y is connected.
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Proof. Suppose X is connected and that f(X) = Y=A\jB where A

and £ are separated. Then both A and £ are closed as well as open, hence

are regularly open subsets of Y. Since/is a.c.S., f_1(A) and/_1(£) are

open in X by Theorem 2.2(b) of [4]. Also,/-1(^l)n/-1(£)=0 because

A r\B= 0 , and f~\A) Uf~1(B)=Xdue to the fact that Y=A u£. It follows
that the sets/_1(^l) and/_1(£) give a separation of Jifand this contradicts

the hypothesis that X is connected. Therefore Y must be connected.

Functions of the a.c.S. type do not preserve connected sets in general,

however. The reason is that even though a.c.S. functions may be restricted

in their domain [4, Theorem 2.6], they may not, in general, be restricted

in the range space tof\A:A->f (A) wheref (A) has the subspace topology.

Our next example shows this with an a.c.S. function /: X-^-Y such that

f:X-*f{X) is not a.c.S.
Example 2. Let X=Y={a, b, c). Let the topology on X he indiscrete

and topologize Y with {0, Y, {a, c), {b, c), {c}}. Let/:X->-Y be given by

f(a) = a,f(b)=f(c)=b. Then/is a.c.S. and the subspace/(Ar) = {a, b) of Y

has the discrete topology. Thus, both {a} and {b} are open in the subspace

topology giving immediately thatf:X-^>f(X) is not a.c.S.

Functions of the a.c.H. type do not behave even as well as a.c.S. functions

when preserving connected sets is concerned. Example 1 of [3] shows a.c.H.

functions need not preserve connected sets and the next example shows

that, unlike a.c.S. functions, a.c.H. surjections need not preserve con-

nected sets either.

Example 3. Let X=Y={0, 1} where X has the indiscrete topology

and Y has the discrete topology. Then the identity function i:X->Y is

a.c.H., X is connected, but i(X) = Yis not connected.

In two of the theorems that follow we use the following fact:

Lemma. Let f:X-^-Y be an open function. Then for every subset B<=Y,

f-\Cl(B))^Cl(f~KB)).

Proof.    This is a direct consequence of Theorem 11.2, Chapter III of

[!]•

The first of these theorems gives a condition as to when a.c.S. functions

are also a.c.H. functions.

Theorem 5.    Let f:X-+Y be an open a.c.S. function. Then f is a.c.H.

Proof. Let xeXand let V^Ybe an open set containing/(x). By the

Lemma, /-1(Cl(F))cCl(/-1(F)). Now we observe that Int(Cl(F)) is a

regularly-open set and that V<=lnt(Cl(V))ciCl(V). Since / is a.c.S.,

f-\Int(Cl(V))) is open in X by Theorem 2.2 of [4]. Thus,/-1(Irtt(Cl(K)))c:

f-\C\(V))<^C\(f-\V)) and consequently CKJ-^V)) is a neighborhood

of x. By Definition 2, fis a.c.H.
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Corollary. If f: X-^Y is an a.c.S. bijection, X compact and Y Urysohn,

then f is a.c.H.

Proof.    Corollary 2.2 of [4].

Example 4. An a.c.S. open function need not be continuous. Let

X={a, b, c} with topology {0, X, {b, c}} and let Y be the Sierpiñski

space. Then/:A"—>-Fgiven by/(a)=/(/3) = 0 and/(c)=l is a.c.S. but not

continuous.

Theorem 6. Let f:X^Ybe a.c.S. and let V^Ybe open. lfx$f~\V)

but x e Clif~\V)), then fix) e C1(F).

Proof. Let xeX be such that x$f-\V) but x e Cl(f-\V)) and

suppose/(x) ^ C1(F). Then there exists an open set W such that/(x) e W

and WC\V=-0. Thus, Cl(W)C\V=0 and Int(Cl(rF))nF=0. Since/is

a.c.S., there exists an open set [/<= A'such that xeU and /([/) <= Int(Cl( W)).

As a consequence, f(U)C\V=0. However, since x eCl(f^(V)), UC\

f-\V)j¿ 0 so that f(U)riV¿¿ 0. We have a contradiction. It follows that

f(x) eCl(V).

Theorem 7. Letf:X—>-Ybe an open a.c.S. function. Then for each open

V^Y,Cl(f~\V))^f^(Cl(V)).

Proof. Let V^Y be open. By Theorem 6, f(Cl(f-\V)))^Cl(V).

Since Cl(f-1(V))^f-1(f(Cl(f-1(V)))) for any function, we have

CHf-\V)) czf-iifiClif-iiV))))^f-\CliV)).

Corollary.Let f: X^-Y be an open a.c.S.function. Then for each open

V^Y,Clir\V))=f-\CliV)).

Proof.   Theorem 7 and the Lemma.

Theorem 8. An open a.c.H. function f:X-^-Y is a.c.S. if and only if

Clif-1iV))=f-\CliV))for every open V<=Y.

Proof. If/is a.c.S., then the Corollary to Theorem 7 gives the con-

dition.

Conversely, if/is a.c.H., open and has the condition, we show/is a.c.S.

Let x e J and let F<=Fbe open containing/(x). Since/is a.c.H., there

exists an open set i/cj such that x g í/cC1(/^1(f'))c=/-1(C1(F)). It

follows that/(i/)c/(/-i(Cl(F)))cCI(F). By Definition 2.3 of [4], / is

weakly continuous, and since/is open,/is a.c.S. by Theorem 2.3 of [4].
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